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Join the Diamond District Partnership—
Become a BID Member Today!
Take a closer look the next time you’re on 47th Street
between Fifth and Sixth Avenues—that little place we
call the “Diamond District.” You’ll be pleased by the
clean, mostly debris-free sidewalks and curbs lined with
sleek, new light poles accented with festive lighting.
The mailboxes are new, waste bins are plentiful, and
there’s a monthly publication completely dedicated to
the Diamond District. You’ll see little graffiti, and, amid the
incredible hustle and bustle of daily business in our district,
feel a general sense of safety and order from corner to corner.
What do all these pleasant discoveries have in common? They are provided by the Diamond District Partnership
/ 47th Street Business Improvement District.
Continued on page 10

2020 ANNUAL
MEMBERSHIP MEETING—
A SMALL SCREEN SUCCESS
The Diamond District Partnership 2020 Annual Membership
Meeting was one for the books—rather, the small screen. The
COVID-19 pandemic has disrupted and upended our society
and cultural norms in every which way. Every day brings new
examples. In our case, that day was Tuesday, January 5, 2021—
the scheduled date for our Annual Meeting.
Continued on page 9
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LETTER FROM THE
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
I lost a very important person in January. My close friend and cousin, Jeff
“Yudi” Sternfeld, contracted COVID-19 shortly before New Year’s Day. After a
few relatively stable weeks, his condition deteriorated dramatically. He died at
age 31, less than three months after celebrating his first wedding anniversary.
I’m sharing this for two reasons. The first is to bring your attention to that
dim glow we’re starting to see up ahead. That’s the light of hope illuminated by
the arrival of the coronavirus vaccine. For now, it will be a good idea to think of
that light as a “Fasten Your Seatbelt” sign.
We don’t stand up and walk around the cabin when runway lights begin
to appear. We buckle up and place our seats back into the upright position.
That’s where we are now.
Yudi’s tragic passing is another brutal reminder that COVID-19 is lethal, unpredictable, and everywhere.
To protect you and your family and lessen the risk to everyone you encounter, I urge you to continue taking
precautions including social distancing and wearing a mask. We all want to land soon. We just need everyone
to remain on board so we can land safely and together.
My second reason is because Yudi was an inspiring person whose experiences might inspire those struggling
to regain momentum in today’s dreadful turbulence. Yudi and I became close when he was 15 and I was in my
thirties. He was energetic and impatient to enter the real world, and enthralled with my background in marketing,
advertising, and politics.
He appointed me his mentor—a title I proudly embraced as Yudi began to embrace his passion for entrepreneurship.
He was a natural salesman with magnetic charm and a genuine smile that radiated trust and sincerity. He loved
people, loved the people who became his customers, and went to great lengths to know them better.
Yudi had a special love for the culture of Brazil. To get to know its people more intimately, this 19-year-old,
Brooklyn-born son of American parents and grandparents taught himself to speak fluent Portuguese. He established
an import-export business focused on Brazilian products and began hopping on planes to South America as
easily as others ride the LIRR.
When Yudi’s business interests extended to France, he taught himself French and began soliciting meetings
with leaders of France’s most celebrated fashion and apparel companies. They regarded Yudi as an inquisitive
future business leader who asked good questions, possessed an encyclopedic knowledge of their industries,
and always valued their time and insight.
One of Yudi’s most memorable quotes came in an email to me after one of his first trips to Brazil while in his
early 20s. He said it was the “most successful failure he ever had.” Apparently, everything went wrong, but Yudi
stayed. Going with the flow led to things turning out very differently, but very well.
As I still struggle to find my own silver lining, my wish for myself and the tens of thousands of people
who make up the Diamond District is for us to recall the pandemic of 2020 as “the most successful failure we
ever had.” The costs of 2020 are already so vast. Now, let’s stay safe so we can benefit from what we paid so
much to learn.
Warm regards,

Avi Fertig
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IN THE NEWS
De Beers Starts Booting Sightholders
Amid Contract Restructuring
Sightholders are no longer
sacred within the hallowed
halls of De Beers. This point
became clear when De Beers
recently informed about ten
sightholders that they are no
longer eligible for new contracts.
Though the sightholder reductions were less severe
than anticipated, no new sightholder appointments were
made, suggesting tweaks in the company’s long-held
marketing strategy are underway. De Beers currently has
80 sightholders, according to company spokesperson,
David Johnson, down from nearly 300 during the 1980s.

American Diamond Council has a mission to advance the
integrity of the modern diamond jewelry industry and to
inspire, educate, and protect the consumer.”
Other synthetic diamond manufacturers approached
top join the council have so far refused, citing opposition
to the idea of participating in a group positioned to be
“antagonistic” to the mined diamond industry.
Sources describe their opposition as an aversion to
“create further antagonism,” which may only serve “to
[turn] off the consumer.” The consensus is that both
categories, synthetic and mines, can coexist, being sold
side by side.
SOURCE: Rob Bates for JCKOnline

Horological Society Offers $5000
Scholarships for Black and Jewish
Students
The Horological Society of
New York (HSNY) is moving
to increase the number of
black and Jewish watchmakers in the modern watchmaking industry.

The company is also in the process of restructuring
its contracts to anticipate the different characteristics of
three specific types of clients: integrated retailers,
manufacturers, and dealers.
“Each type of contract will focus on offering product and
service propositions that are more aligned with the needs
of each type of business,” says Johnson.
Plans to implement the new contracts were originally
scheduled to kick in with the fourth quarter of 2020. As
a result of delays related to the COVID-19 pandemic, the
agreements will instead take effect in the second quarter
of this 2021.
SOURCE: Rob Bates for JCKOnline; De Beers

Synthetic Diamond Lab Plans Launch of
Industry Advocacy Group
Synthetic diamond
manufacturer, Diamond
Foundry, is planning to start
a group called the American
Diamond Council to promote
lab-grown products over
naturally mined diamonds.
Image courtesy of Diamond
Foundry
The American Diamond
Council registered in December 2020 as a Washington
state-based for-profit entity.
“Diamond Foundry is partnering with other leading
manufacturers to create an industry council that
represents American [lab-grown] diamond manufacturers,”
the company confirmed in a conversation with JCK. “The
4

Image courtesy of the Horological Society of New York

Its first move is
establishing two annual
student scholarships to support these traditionally
underrepresented groups in the industry. The two
scholarships are the Benjamin Banneker Scholarship
for Black Watchmaking Students and the Oscar Waldan
Scholarship for Jewish Watchmaking Students. Both
scholarships award recipients up to $5,000 annually.
The scholarship for black students is named for
Benjamin Banneker (1731–1806), a brilliant black author,
surveyor, landowner, farmer, mathematician, astronomer,
and horologist famed for building one of the first wooden
mechanical clocks in North America in 1753. Modeled
after an imported pocket watch, Banneker’s clock ran
for 50 years before it was destroyed in a fire.
The namesake of the scholarship for Jewish students
is Oscar Waldan (1923–2018), a Polish-born, Jewish
watchmaker and founder of Waldan International, which
produced private label collections of wristwatches for
companies including Tiffany & Co., Tourneau, and
Neiman Marcus.
Waldan learned watchmaking while imprisoned in a
Nazi concentration camp during World War II. He was
fortunate to befriend a fellow prisoner, a watchmaker,
who taught him the skill that ultimately saved his life;
Waldan’s Nazi persecutors considered watch repair an
essential skill.
Vol. 127 | February 2021

After the war, Waldan trained in horology in
Switzerland and Germany, and held senior positions in
both sales and design at Tissot, Universal Geneve, and
the Holzer Watch Company before founding his own
watch manufacturing company in 1979.
The HSNY scholarships are available to Black or
Jewish students currently accepted or studying full-time
at any U.S. watchmaking school. To apply, applicants
should email a letter to info@hs-ny.org in PDF form to
the trustees of the Horological Society of New York
that includes a biography, their motivation to study
watchmaking, and an explanation of how this scholarship
would benefit their career. HSNY also recommends
applicants send a resume and reference letters.
Applications are being accepted until March 1, 2021.
SOURCE: HSNY; JCKOnline

Tiffany Announces the Coming Arrival
of its ‘Most Expensive Piece Ever’
Soon you’ll have the chance
to party like it’s 1939—if you
can afford it.
Tiffany & Co. announced in
January plans to reimagine an
archival Tiffany high jewelry
Tiffany diamond necklace
necklace from 1939. The
World’s Fair Necklace. Image
Courtesy of Tiffany
original aquamarine design
has been modernized with an extraordinary oval
diamond of over 80 carats, one of the largest diamonds
ever offered for sale by Tiffany. The company says the
design will likely be its “most expensive piece ever.”
Tiffany & Co. plans to unveil the 80-carat diamond
necklace in 2022 to celebrate the reopening of its
transformed Fifth Avenue flagship store.
“What better way to mark the opening of our
transformed Tiffany flagship store in 2022 than to
reimagine this incredible necklace from the 1939 World’s
Fair, one of our most celebrated pieces when we opened
our doors on 57th Street and Fifth Avenue for the first
time,” said Victoria Reynolds, Tiffany & Co. Chief Gemologist.
“The new necklace perfectly reflects our brand heritage
as a New York luxury jeweler, whose founder was known
as the ‘King of Diamonds.’”

Retired Tennis Great Maria Sharapova
Now Sporting New 5 Ct. Engagement Ring

Maria Sharapova’s 5 carat ring.
Image courtesy of the-sun

Never mind tennis elbow.
Imaginary gossip columnists
everywhere fear that Maria
Sharapova’s weighty new rock
places her at high risk for
developing engagement
ring wrist.

One of the most decorated
tennis players of all-time, Maria Sharapova began 2020
by announcing her retirement from tennis. She ended
the year announcing her engagement to long time beau
and millionaire entrepreneur, Alexander Gilkes.
By every account, Sharapova’s engagement is
dazzling. Handcrafted in 18K rose gold and oxidized
silver with a central emerald cut 5 ct. diamond, the ring
has an estimated value of $400,000.
Seriously, we’re sure Maria’s wrists will hold up just
fine and wish the lovely couple much happiness.
SOURCE: Sarah Sotoodeh for Daily Mail

NRF Trumpets Better Than
Expected US Holiday Sales
As Americans looked for
ways to reconnect with family
and friends during a holiday
season in the middle of a
pandemic, US retail sales
crept up by about 8.3%,
according to a report shared by the National Retail
Federation (NRF).
NRF analysts determined that consumers spent $789.4
billion between November-to-December 2020. The totals
exceeded NRF predictions of a 3.6% to 5.2% rise, which
would come to between $755.3 billion and $766.7 billion.
According to the NRF report, actual sales figures for
2020 were more than twice the 3.5% average holiday
increases of the previous five years, topping the
impressive 4% improvement of 2019.

The breathtaking center stone—an over-80-carat,
D color, internally flawless oval diamond—is not only
very rare, but also a symbol of Tiffany’s industry-first
approach to diamond traceability. Responsibly sourced
in Botswana, Africa, the diamond will be set by Tiffany
artisans in New York City. There is no information yet
on the price.

“Despite unprecedented challenges, consumers and
retailers demonstrated incredible resilience this holiday
season,” said NRF CEO Matthew Shay. “Faced with rising
transmission of the virus, state restrictions on retailers,
and heightened political and economic
uncertainly, consumers chose to spend on gifts that
lifted the spirits of their families and friends and provided
a sense of normalcy given the challenging year.”

SOURCE: Tiffany & Co.; INSTORE

Continued on page 12
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Market Trends

Kids Say They Like the Real Stuff,
and Other Promising News
Millennials and Generation Z consumers still have a taste for diamond jewelry, says a new
survey from the Natural Diamond Council. The online survey, conducted by 360 Market
Reach, polled 5,000 respondents during October 2020. Among the most interesting
findings in the study:

• There are two things young consumers say they want most:

First, vacations; second, diamond jewelry. Because going on
vacation in our stay-home COVID world is largely not in the
plans, diamonds may ultimately move up into the number
one slot.

• As it turns out, kids like to keep it real—70% interviewed in

the survey stated a preference for naturally mined diamonds
over lab-grown synthetics because they view natural diamonds
as “one of a kind” (cited by 70%) and as symbols of love
and connection.

• 37% of respondents plan to purchase fine jewelry over the

coming year and 27% expect to receive it. Among these
respondents, 20% say they will either definitely or probably
purchase natural diamond jewelry in the next year; 12% say
they plan on giving a natural diamond as a gift.

• Almost 90% of purchasers say they bought diamonds for special occasions such as an engagement

or wedding, the birth of a child, achieving a career milestone, or to celebrate annual personal events
or holidays.

• Yet almost 25% of respondents say they don’t need a special occasion to buy diamond jewelry, rather,
they say they bought a piece of diamond jewelry “just because.”

• Around half of all jewelry purchasers over the last 24 months say they chose jewelry with natural
diamonds.

• Half of natural diamond jewelry purchasers have bought diamond jewelry for themselves, though
that varies by gender: 72% of female purchasers have bought at least one piece for themselves,
compared to 23% by men.

• Women’s key reasons for buying diamonds include design, which was cited by 51% (meaning they

found a piece they really loved); the ability to be worn every day, cited by 49%; and long-term style
and value (46%).

• Almost 80% of purchasers have bought diamond jewelry as a gift, and 28% have bought for both

gifts and themselves. Males largely gift to their significant others, while women gift to their mothers
and children as well as their significant others.

• Key reasons for gifting diamond jewelry included its long-term value (45%); the fact that it can be worn
every day (39%); the design, meaning it’s “a piece that the recipient would love” (40%); and the fact
that they consider diamond jewelry a perfect symbol of love for someone else (33%).

SOURCE: JCKOnline; National Diamond Council
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Market Trends

De Beers Sales Recovering
Following Deep Pandemic Freeze
Just as the industry was starting to thaw following the pandemic-induced shutdown
that completely froze the diamond trade for much of last year, De Beers is reportedly
implementing its steepest price increase for diamonds in over a decade.
According to industry insiders who wish to remain anonymous, the world’s
biggest diamond producer raised prices by about 5% at its first sale of the year.
These sources say the increases will mostly be applied to stones bigger than 1 carat.
A spokesman for De Beers declined to comment.
The diamond industry has surprised many by the speed of its recovery after being brought to a complete standstill
in the first half of last year. Crucial holiday sales in the U.S. and China were strong, while a shortage of stock held by
industry middlemen created strong demand.
There were signs of recovery in the fourth quarter of 2020 as rough-diamond buyers started replenishing stocks
to prepare for the industry’s most important selling period: Thanksgiving to the Chinese New Year. De Beers’s
business started rebounding, and the Anglo American Plc unit was able to edge prices higher in the last sale of the
year in December.
That’s in stark contrast to the industry’s fortunes at the early stages of the pandemic, when sales collapsed, and
diamond retailers and factories closed. De Beers responded by curtailing production, leading to a tighter supply
just as shoppers returned to stores in parts of China and the U.S.
SOURCE: Thomas Biesheuvel for Bloomberg

A GIA Education –
Your Place, Your Pace.
Online courses from the Gemological Institute
of America offer a multimedia experience that
brings to life essential knowledge on jewelry,
diamonds, colored stones and pearls. Work
towards your GIA credential from the comfort of
your own home.

Learn more at

GIA.edu/gem-education/distance
©2020 GIA. GIA®, the GIA logo and Gemological Institute of America® are registered trademarks of Gemological Institute of America, Inc.
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Industry Spotlight

‘Naturalmark’ Screening Initiative Aims
at Defeating Undisclosed Synthetics

Naturalmark, according to a report by Joshua Freedman of Rapaport, is an ambitious project recently
launched in India to help retailers combat undisclosed synthetics through the availability of low-cost
screening and inscription services.
From the start, Naturalmark will begin placing tamper-proof seals on parcels of loose diamonds, as well
as laser-inscribing finished jewelry, enabling transparency at a consumer level, Naturalmark’s founder,
Gourav Sethi, told Rapaport News.
The program launched in October 2020 and receives support and funding from regional jewelry
associations in India, as well as from a handful of diamond and jewelry manufacturers, said Sethi, who has
been a board member at the Surat Diamond Association for 10 years.
According to Sethi, Naturalmark is a solution to the high cost of screening mounted jewelry for
synthetics—international laboratories generally only offer this service as part of a full grading service.
Naturalmark will check goods at its own laboratory for a much smaller fee, using specialized equipment
developed by a German manufacturer.
India will be the initial focus: Sethi has already agreed to a franchise deal with a major, so far unnamed,
jeweler that will launch two stores in Mumbai and Jaipur under the Naturalmark banner. These stores will
stock only diamonds that have the verification label. The rollout strategy includes expanding across the
country and eventually to overseas markets.
SOURCE: Joshua Freedman for Rapaport
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Diamond District
Partnership News

2020 ANNUAL
MEMBERSHIP MEETING
A SMALL SCREEN SUCCESS
The Diamond District Partnership 2020 Annual Membership Meeting was one for the books—rather, the
small screen. The COVID-19 pandemic has disrupted and upended our society and cultural norms in every
which way. Every day brings new examples. In our case, that day was Tuesday, January 5, 2021—the scheduled
date for our Annual Meeting.
Our Annual Meetings are typically a friendly affair attended by numerous people from the district and
featuring large quantities of tasty catered fare. Due to strict social distancing, this year’s event was forced to
make a dramatic shift from the standard Diamond Dealers Club venue to an entirely video format.
Despite a raft of technical difficulties, and some degree of discomfort with the unfamiliar medium, the
meeting accomplished what was intended. The agenda included electing a new Board of Directors, ratifying a
revised version of our bylaws, and several other agenda items.
At the last minute, we were honored with a short video visit from our representative in the New State
Senate, Brad Hoylman, who spoke warmly about the vibrancy and value of the Diamond District to the
New York City economy.
We pray that soon we’ll be living in a post-COVID world with the opportunity to enjoy every day existence—
without the distance. And, to once again host our Annual Meeting in-person. In the meantime, mark your calendar
for next year’s Annual Meeting: Wednesday, January 18, 2022. Details to follow…as soon as we know more.

Avi Fertig, Executive Director of the
Diamond District Partnership

diamonddistrict.org

New York State Senator Brad Hoylman
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Diamond District
Partnership News

JOIN THE DIAMOND DISTRICT
PARTNERSHIP—BECOME A
BID MEMBER TODAY!
Take a closer look the next time you’re on 47th
Street between Fifth and Sixth Avenues—that little
place we call the “Diamond District.”
You’ll be pleased by the clean, mostly debris-free
sidewalks and curbs lined with sleek, new light poles
accented with festive lighting. The mailboxes are new,
waste bins are plentiful, and there’s a monthly publication
completely dedicated to the Diamond District. You’ll see
little graffiti, and, amid the incredible hustle and bustle
of daily business in our district, feel a general sense of
safety and order from corner to corner.
What do all these pleasant discoveries have in common? They are all provided by the Diamond District Partnership.
The Diamond District Partnership is not-for-profit organization known as a Business Improvement District, or a “BID” for
short. There are 76 BIDs in NYC, all dedicated to enhancing the quality of life and commerce within a specific commercial
boundary.
To achieve this, BIDs provide “supplemental services” including security, sanitation, beautification, publicity, and more.
Since COVID began, the Diamond District Partnership has distributed many tens of thousands of free protective face masks
and provided information about the pandemic, reopening, and federal aid to hundreds of district stakeholders. Our government
relations services enabled the district to reopen over two months earlier than the original state and city plan.
In addition to protection provided by the NYPD, the BID sponsors surveillance cameras and additional security agents
who spend their days and much of the night guarding the block and its vast treasures. This was critically important last
spring when riots and vandalism tore apart the city—yet, mostly skipped our district.
All BIDs are funded through a small added property tax called a “special assessment,” which is calculated by the total
square footage of properties located within the BID’s boundary.
The Diamond District Partnership, originally known as the “47th Street BID,” was founded in 1997. Its day-to-day
operations are managed by Executive Director, Avi Fertig, and its Board of Directors is led by Chairman, Steven Grauer
and the BID’s founder and president, Harvey Nagin.
Owners and tenants of commercial and residential property within the district boundary are eligible to join the BID.
There is no fee for membership and the benefits include being able to vote during the BID’s Annual Meeting and the
ability to become a board member.
The Diamond District Partnership invites you to become a BID member. It only takes a moment. Just fill out and
sign the membership registration form on the opposite page. Then email a picture of the completed form to
signup@diamonddistrict.org.
Depending on eligibility verification, you’ll be part of one of the most exquisite facets of the Diamond District.
We look forward to welcoming you to the BID.
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Diamond District
Partnership News

580 Fifth Avenue, Suite 323
New York, NY 10036
(212) 302-5739
www.diamonddistrict.org

2021 MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION
The Diamond District Partnership / 47th Street Business Improvement District (BID) is a non‐profit
organization established to provide important supplemental services to elevate the commercial viability of
the Diamond District.
All property owners, commercial tenants, and residents of W. 47th Street between 5th & 6th Ave.
(excluding 580 Fifth Avenue & 576/578 Fifth Avenues) are eligible to become a registered member.

** PLEASE NOTE: There is no cost or fee to become a Registered Member. **
Membership entitles you to vote for various issues related to BID operations at our annual meetings, serve
on the board, and receive timely information related to the Diamond District, and a special “FIRST LOOK” at
our official publication—Diamond District Monthly.
IT'S EASY TO APPLY:
(1) Fill out application

(2) Take a picture of it

(3) Email to: signup@diamonddistrict.org

Please check one:
_____ Property Owner (You own property located on 47th Street)
_____ Commercial Tenant (You own a business, but not property, on 47th Street—excluding 580/576/578 Fifth Ave)
_____ Residential Tenant (You reside on 47th Street)

Name:

_______________________________________________________________________________

Title: ________________________________________________________________________________
Company (if applicable): ________________________________________________________________
Property/properties owned within the 47th Street Diamond District:
_____________________________________________________________________________________
District Business Address: _______________________________________________________________
Mailing Address (if not same): ____________________________________________________________
Phone: _______________________________________________________________________________
Email: ________________________________________________________________________________
Signature: ___________________________________________
diamonddistrict.org

Date: __________________________
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Continued from page 5
Exceptional growth in online sales came as no surprise,
with a 24% rise to $209 billion—well within NRF
forecasts of between $202.5 billion to $218.4 billion.
December sales began slowly then gathered speed
in the second half of the month to achieve an advance
of 8.6% year on year, while November saw a gain of 8%.
Analysts speculate that the accelerating of sales may be
related to the mid-December promise of new government
stimulus checks and positive news about the arrival of
an effective Covid-19 vaccine.
SOURCE: Rapaport; National Retail Federation

Soaring eCommerce Sales in 2020
Succeeds in Doubling the Rate of
Online Returns
Newton’s Third Law of
physics is that every action
has an equal and opposite
reaction. The law seems to
apply to eCommerce as well,
at least partially.
Ever since the COVID-19 pandemic lockdowns began in
March 2020, Americans have been shifting their shopping

12

from congested malls and big-box stores to onlineonly resources. Predictably, within the last year, US online
spending soared nearly 50% year over year, according to
a Mastercard SpendingPulse report (which also revealed
that online jewelry sales grew roughly 44% in 2020).
It makes sense that at least some of the tens of
millions of packages crisscrossing the country each day
would fail to satisfy and ultimately be sent back. The
opposite, if not exactly equal, reaction was a doubling in
the rate of consumer returns in 2020, compared to 2019.
According to a jointly authored report by the National
Retail Federation and Appriss Retail, American consumers
returned an estimated $428 billion in merchandise in
2020—approximately 10.6% of the year’s total U.S. retail
sales—according to the report, which polled 62 American
retailers. A disturbing aspect of this trend is that
of those returns, roughly 5.9% ($25.3 billion) were
fraudulent—for every $100 in returned merchandise
accepted, retailers lost $5.90 to return fraud.
As more and more product categories head to online
sales platforms, the time has come for retailers small
and large to establish sensible, finite return policies that
protect the consumer and proprietor in equal measure.
SOURCE: Emili Vesilind for JCKOnline
Continued on page 16
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Small Business Support

PAYCHECK PROTECTION
PROGRAM—ROUND II
The $900 billion COVID-19 relief package recently approved by Congress includes $284
billion to fund a second round of the Paycheck Protection Program (PPP) introduced as part of
the CARES act passed in April 2020.
What is the Paycheck Protection Program (PPP)?
The Paycheck Protection Program (PPP) is a loan
program run by the United States Small Business

• 2019 Business Tax Returns
• For partnerships – include IRS Form 1065 and
Schedule K-1

workforce employed during the Coronavirus (COVID-19) crisis.

• For sole proprietors – include IRS Form 1040

What’s Different in Round 2?

• Articles of Incorporation / Business Organizational

Administration (SBA) that helps businesses keep their

If this isn’t your first time applying for a PPP loan,
please note that while the basic structure of the loan is the
same, there are numerous changes, most of which concern
eligibility. Here are some of the most significant changes
that apply to businesses in the Diamond District:

• Businesses categorized under NAICS code 72 are

now eligible to receive up to 3.5 times their average
payroll—which is more than most other businesses.

• Revenue needs to have decreased at least 25% in
2020 compared to the same quarter in 2019.

• Applicants must have utilized the full amount of their

initial PPP loan on or before the expected date of the
second draw PPP loan is disbursed.

• Certain expenses related to COVID-19, such as installing
protective barriers, etc. may be used in calculating
your loan amount and forgiveness.

• Maximum loan sizes for this round are $2 million.
• For loans above $150,000, applicants must submit
•

Documents

• Payroll Reports with a list of gross wages, paid time
off, and taxes assessed for all employees for all 12
months of 2020

• 2020 Employer IRS Documents (including the following
for all of 2020):

• Form 941: Employer’s Quarterly Federal Tax Return

and Form 940 Employer’s Annual Federal Unemployment
(FUTA) Tax Return; or

• Form 944: Employer’s Annual Federal Tax Return
(for smallest employers); or

• Form W-3: Transmittal of Wage and Tax Statements
• Documentation to support Health Insurance and
• Retirement expenses incurred as a part of payroll
expenses (for example: a statement from insurance
or retirement company).

How much you can apply for?

documentation to substantiate a revenue reduction
of 25% or more (tax forms, financial statements, bank
statements).

If this is your first PPP loan:

 oans under $150,000 do not require this documentation
L
at the time of application, but are required with loan
forgiveness applications.

• You must have 500 employees or fewer

be the same for second draw loans.

• You can apply for up to $2 million or 2.5 times your

• Payroll documentation required in the first draw will
What Do I Need to Get Started?
The first thing you must do is start compiling your

business paperwork. Different lenders may have different
requirements, but nearly all require the following documents:

•

Schedule C

 opy of Photo ID for all owners who own 20% of the
C
business or more

• 2019 and 2020 Profit and Loss Statements to show
revenue loss during 2020

diamonddistrict.org

• You can apply for up to $10 million or 2.5 times your
monthly payroll, whichever is less

If this is your second PPP loan:

monthly payroll, whichever is less

• You must show proof of 25% economic loss in at least
one quarter during 2020

• You must have used your first PPP loan for

authorized uses by the time you receive your
second PPP loan

• You must have 300 employees or fewer
Continued on page 16
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NYC LAUNCHES VACCINE
FINDER WEBSITE
https://vaccinefinder.nyc.gov

What is the Vaccine Finder?
The Vaccine Finder is a one-stop website for
New Yorkers to find their nearest COVID-19
vaccination location and information on how to
schedule vaccination appointments.

Why Should I Get Vaccinated?
By getting vaccinated, you are helping protect
yourself, your family, and your friends. You are also
helping make your community safer. In clinical
studies, both Pfizer and Moderna vaccines were
more than 94% effective at protecting participants
from COVID-19. They were also shown to be safe
and that you cannot get COVID-19 from them.

Who is Eligible to Get Vaccinated Right Now?
The categories of people who are eligible for
the COVID-19 vaccine are constantly evolving.
For the most current full list of groups eligible for
the vaccine and when, visit:
https://www1.nyc.gov/site/doh/covid/covid-19-vaccine-eligibility.page

Where Do I Start?
To get started, go to https://vaccinefinder.nyc.gov
and type in an address and ZIP code, or click “near
me” to find a list of nearby provider locations.
You will also see links and phone numbers to schedule
an appointment. Each site manages its own scheduling
and appointments.

What Should I Do Before Going to the
Vaccination Site?

• Wear a face covering to your appointment.

You will not be admitted to the site without one.

• You will also need to complete the NYS

COVID-19 Vaccine Form before your appointment.
The person administering the vaccine is required
to check that you completed the form before you
can get vaccinated.

• If you are eligible based on your age, you

must be able to show proof of age and proof
of residence in New York. This includes a New
York State Driver’s License, a New York City ID
or one of the following: statement from landlord,
current rent receipt or lease, mortgage records
or two of the following: statement from another
person, a piece of current mail, or school
records.

• Reschedule your appointment if you are not

feeling well on the day of your appointment.

Do I Need to Keep Taking Precautions
After I Am Vaccinated?
Yes! Even after you are vaccinated, you will still
need to practice these important COVID-19 prevention
steps: staying home if you are sick, washing your
hands regularly, wearing a face covering and keeping
physical distance from others.

Do I Really Need to Call For An Appointment?
Yes! Vaccinations at all sites are done by
scheduled appointment only. This means you MUST
call to schedule an appointment before going as
vaccinations sites presently do not accept walk-ins.
Also, only sign up if you are currently eligible for
vaccination. If you are not eligible, do not sign up.
14
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Let them know you’re
open for business with
an advertisement in
Diamond District Monthly.

For information and rates:
info@diamonddistrict.org

In the News

Continued from page 12

341 ct. Karowe Find Has Lucara Living
Large in 2021
Lucara Diamond marked
the New Year with
a spectacular 341-carat white
diamond unearthed at its
Karowe mine in Botswana.
According to a statement
from Lucara, this “high-quality,”
unbroken stone was found in the site’s south lobe M/
PK(S) area, known for its large, high-quality rough.
341-carat rough diamond. Image
courtesy of Lucara Diamond

The newest find is the 54th 200-carat-plus diamond
Karowe has yielded since 2015. Other stones in that
class include the 549-carat Sethunya, the 1,758-carat
Sewelô, the 1,109-carat Lesedi La Rona and the 342carat Queen of the Kalahari, the company noted. Most
recently, the company found a 998-carat, high-quality
diamond at the site in November.
“The consistent recovery of these large diamonds is a
testament to the continued strong resource and plant

performance at Karowe and underpins our rationale for
moving forward with the underground expansion program
that will see mining continue for at least another 13
years after the open pit ceases operations in 2026,”
said Lucara CEO Eira Thomas.
SOURCE: Rapaport News

Elastic Diamonds Could Be Used to
Make LEDs and Lasers
You’d think a knowledgeable
team of international
scientists based in China
would already know that
diamonds are the hardest
material on earth. So why
would this seemingly
Artistic representation diamond
stretching device. Image courtesy
intelligent group claim to
of City University of Hong Kong
have figured out the secret
to stretching diamonds? Because they have.
Continued on page 17

Small Business Support
Continued from page 13

Loan Forgiveness

• Both the first and second rounds of PPP loans are

forgivable, which means you might not need to pay
it back. You may be eligible for loan forgiveness if:

• Your business must have been in operation since on
or before February 15, 2020

• You maintained employee and compensation levels, AND
• You used at least 60% of your PPP funds for payroll
expenses

• You used up to 40% of your PPP funds for eligible
expenses, which may include:

16

{

Utilities

{

Rent

{

Mortgage interest payments

{

Interest payments on other debt incurred before
February 15, 2020

{

 ayments for any business software or cloud
P
computing service

{

Property damage costs

{

Essential supplier costs

{

 orker protection expenditures (including personal
W
protective equipment (PPE), expansion of indoor or
outdoor business space, etc.)

Simplified Loan Forgiveness for Small Loans
A new, simplified, on-page application makes applying
for loan forgiveness easier for PPP borrowers of $50,000 or
less. To view the simplified loan forgiveness application, and
instructions on how to apply, visit: www.sba.gov/article/2020/
oct/08/sba-treasury-announce-simpler-ppp-forgivenessloans-50000-or-less

Where to Apply:
PPP loans are transacted exclusively through
SBA-approved PPP lenders. For a list of SBA-approved
lenders, visit: www1.nyc.gov/assets/sbs/downloads/pdf/
businesses/PPP2_NYC_CDFIs.pdf

Applications for PPP loans will be accepted through
Wednesday, March 31, 2021.
Vol. 127 | February 2021

In the News

Continued from page 16
Normally brittle diamond has been stretched by almost
10% by an international team of scientists in China.
Modelling done by the team suggests that the stretching
technique they developed can significantly alter the
electronic properties of the diamond, which could lead
to new applications for diamond such as LEDs and
variable-color lasers.
As well as shining brilliantly in jewelry, diamond has
long fascinated scientists for its range of extraordinary
properties, which include very high charge-carrier
mobility and almost total transparency. Diamonds also
has a high thermal conductivity and a very high dielectric
breakdown strength – a combination that would be useful
in high-power electronic devices.
A barrier to this application is that several natural
properties of diamond, such as the inefficient way it
interacts with light via electronic transmissions, makes it
unsuitable for electronic applications or usable as a light
source or a solar cell.
Based on known techniques for altering the molecular
composition of silicone semi-conductors, the scientists
are developing similar techniques that could be applied
to diamonds. Doing so would create new uses and markets
for diamonds such as highly sophisticated lasers that
are able to emit different colors and hues.
SOURCE: www.physicsworld.com

Nano Breakthrough Puts One-Micron
Logo on Diamond
A diamond security
firm says it can now apply
the smallest ever logo or
characters below the surface
of a diamond. These logos
measure about a diameter of
Image courtesy of IDEXOnline
just a micron (0.001mm) and
are visible only at 100 times magnification.
UK-based Opsydia says its technology works
on even the highest-clarity gem - with virtually no
impact on its grade. It applies a nano-scale logo, serial
number or encrypted code that links to a diamond’s
grading report, blockchain record or branded
jewelry origins.
Opsydia says Swiss Gemmological Institute
(SSEF) had independently verified its claim that the
identifier had only a “negligible impact” on a diamond’s
clarity grade.
According to Opsydia CEO, Andrew Rimmer:
“This is a vital milestone for Opsydia as it means every
diamond, no matter its clarity or size, can be secured
with an identity feature beneath its surface.”
SOURCE: John Jeffay for IDEXOnline

AS WE WERE GOING TO PRESS,
Bernie Sanders’ mittens became
America’s most beloved sight gag.
It’s been a tough year and we could
all use a laugh. Especially one
that’s giving our fractured nation a
long-overdue opportunity to all be
in on the same joke. In the spirit of
spreading humor and unity, we
present—Bernie and his mittens
on W. 47th Street.

diamonddistrict.org
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Crime Report

Robber Rams Rental Car
Through Jewelry Store Entrance
Most jewelry

Alliance (JSA), the three men knocked on a Bowling
Green residence/home office pretending to be delivery
drivers. As an employee began to open the door, the
suspects forced their way through the doorway carrying

store owners

guns. They threw the employee to the ground and tied

are always a bit

him up, causing several broken bones and other injuries.

wary about who
they allow to
enter. The owner
of an upscale
jewelry retailer in
Monroeville, Pennsylvania retailer had little choice in the
matter when a car came barreling through the front of his
jewelry store this past January.
When the car came to a complete stop, the driver
hopped out and began rummaging through the rubble of
what had been the facade of the Gold Rush jewelry store

The suspects are accused of taking a safe containing
antique jewelry valued at $1 million, according to JSA.
The Bowling Green couple were former wholesale jewelers
who knew the victim. JSA reports that they are accused
of setting up the robbery.
“During the home invasion the robbers spray painted an
exterior surveillance camera, while another wore a portable
Wi-Fi jammer during the robbery to disable the security
cameras,” JSA states.
SOURCE: INSTORE

while several stunned salespeople looked on in shock.
According to the Monroeville police chief, the thief
pocketed several handfuls of the jewelry now scattered
throughout the store, then ran outside and down the
street, leaving a rented car parked in the center of the

After Robbery, Jewelry Store
Owner’s Search Leads to More
Than a Stolen Ring

wrecked showroom.

It was a typical
busy Monday at

Detectives are still investigating surveillance video

Jewelry Journey

from the jewelry store and any other cameras located in

in Cape Girardeau,

the vicinity. The value of the stolen jewelry has not been

Montana. Owner

disclosed and police currently have no suspects.

Christina Roosman

SOURCE: Joe Arena for WPXI-TV

recalls helping
several customers

Former Jewelry Wholesalers
Arrested in $1 Million Home
Invasion
Four people

entered and

asked to see the largest ring in the store.
In the surveillance video you can see the woman trying
on the 6 carat, multi-diamond, 14k white gold ring. But the
woman didn’t buy $3500 ring. In fact, she never gave it

in connection with

back, instead, slipping it into her pocket and walking out

a July home

the door.

in Bowling Green,
Kentucky. Two of
the perpetrators
are former

jewelry wholesalers.
The Bowling Green Police Department reports that it
took Nicolas Enrique Cruz-Palacios and Javier Nunez, both
of Old Hickory, Tennessee, and Jeffery M. Weisman and
Patricia Weisman, both of Bowling Green, into custody.
According to a report from the Jewelers’ Security
18

when a couple

have been arrested

invasion robbery

Three of the four suspects arrested in a Kentucky
home invasion. Image courtesy of WBKO

A couple of ring thieves before accidentally
turning themselves in. Image courtesy of KFVS

Roosman said it wasn’t until hours after the couple left
that she realized the ring was missing. Outraged, she filed
a police report, then bombarded social media with the
surveillance footage in hopes of tracking the suspects down.
“I think the next day by the afternoon we had like 180
shares,” she said. It wasn’t long before she received a call
from someone who saw the suspects walking near a
local Walmart.
Roosman notified police, then went with an employee to
see for herself. Incredibly, there was no need for a chase.
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According to Roosman, the moment she pulled up in
her car, the suspects approached her car window and,
apparently not recognizing her, begged for a lift.
“[The woman] ran up to my window and she said ‘can

Brooklyn Psychic Fails to Predict
$16,000 Jewelry Theft from His
Own Psychic Shop
Don’t tell his

you give us a ride, this guy’s crazy he’s chasing us’ and I

customers, but a

was just like, ‘sure,’” said Roosman. She says she only

Brooklyn psychic

agreed because she saw the police pulling up nearby.

missed all the signs

Once the couple was inside her car, Roosman says she

that he was about

pulled up next to the police car and turned them in. Though

to be robbed of

she was pleased about catching the thieves, Roosman was

$16,000 worth of

disappointed to learn that the couple had already sold it to

jewelry from his

another area jewelry store. She is in the process of reclaiming it.
Two suspects in Brooklyn psychic shop robbery. Images courtesy of NYPD

SOURCE: Alayna Chapie for KFVS

store. Now, it’s up
to the police to

find the two men seen in surveillance video moments before

Jewelry Store Shootout at
Indianapolis Area Shopping Mall
A customer fired
a gun at a person
he noticed stealing
merchandise from
the Twin Jewelers
jewelry store in the
Circle Centre Mall
in Indianapolis.
Circle Centre Mall Image courtesy of WISH-TV

forcing their way into the shop.
Officials said a 32-year old male employee at a psychic
store located on Weirfield Street in Bushwick returned
to work at approximately 4:45 p.m., on Dec. 31, 2020 to
discover an open door and property missing from the store.
After a brief investigation, police were able to determine
that earlier that same day, two unknown men pushed open
a secured front door. Once inside the duo removed jewelry
with a total estimated value of $16,000, according to police.
The thieves, each approximately between 20 and 30 years

Police say no one

of age, fled in a burgundy vehicle to parts unknown.

was injured.

SOURCE: 1010 WINS

Hearing gunshots, the mall security locked down the
facility and called local police to report a suspected
armed robbery.
Mall employees report hearing a loud bang and seeing
panicked people running past yelling about a shooter.
The actual story is that an unknown person entered the

HVAC Technician in Hot Water
for Stealing $100G in Jewelry
from East Hampton Homes
A heating, ventilation, and air-conditioning (HVAC)

jewelry store and jumped over a counter to grab a

technician has been arrested by East Hampton Town Police

couple of gold chains.

on charges of stealing over $100,000 worth of jewelry from

Another customer noticed the robbery and gave chase
when the thief ran out the door. It appears the customer

five houses.
Christopher G. Fitzgerald, 39, of East Quogue, was arrested

took a shot him as he was running, possibly to prevent him

and charged with five counts of grand larceny in connection

from disappearing inside the crowded mall.

with a series of thefts police say occurred between April and

Police say recovered one shell casing but have not
located a bullet. It is presently unclear if more than one
shot was fired, or if the escaping thief was hit. Police are

December 2020. He was hired to do repairs in each of the
homes he burgled.
According to East Hampton police, Fitzgerald sold the

looking for both the theft suspect and the man who fired

contraband for a fraction of their value at several area

the gun.

pawn shops.

SOURCE: WISH-TV, Indianapolis

SOURCE: NEWSDAY; East Hampton Star
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STOP THE SPREAD OF CORONAVIRUS:

MAINTAIN SIX FEET
OF DISTANCE
All New Yorkers must wear a face covering when
outside their home if unable to maintain at least
6 feet of distance between themselves and others.
New York State Executive Order No. 202.17.

6 FEET DISTANCE

Text COVID to 692-692 for real-time updates
or visit nyc.gov/coronavirus.
Call 311 to report harassment, discrimination, or a violation.
*Messages and data rates may apply. Check your wireless provider plan for details.

